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will help to ensure the number of attack edges (described in
[3]) and then make Sybil attack more effective.

Abstract— as the popularity of social networking sites
increase, so does their attractiveness for criminals. In this work,
we show how an adversary can build artificial identities using
semantic information in social network. Our method make the
identities look more like real people, therefore can be used to
support many kinds of attacks, such as ASE [1], profile cloning
[2]. A prototype of this method is implemented, includes
following stages: Firstly, categories of virtual identity are
predefined, and each category has multiple properties, such as
geographical region, hobby, education, age, interested
topic/keywords, etc. Secondly, based on category information,
each identity will foster its own “life” semantically, such as edit
profile and update status, find hot related news/topic from
Google then post to wall, find related groups/networks then
request to add in, and find/like/create/comment pages/posts,
etc. Thirdly, artificial identity will evolve to multiple stages
according to its status (for example, number of friends of real
people), single identity with different evolutionary stages is
linked together to a group that will help to ensure the number
of attack edges [3].

II.

OUR METHOD

A. Flow of Method
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Social networking sites have been increasingly gaining
popularity. Millions of people daily use social networking
sites such as facebook.com, LinkedIn.com. More and more
data has been published, at the same time, preserving privacy
in social network data becomes an important concern.
Various researchers have shown that social networks can
pose a significant threat to privacy of these data. Research
work of [4] presented social phishing experiments. They
have crawled a number of social networks for Phishing
attack. In [1], authors presented a novel automated social
engineering cycle which makes traditional social engineering
a cheap and attractive attack in social networks. In [2],
authors introduced a cross-site profile cloning attack. A new
attack that instruments human conversations for social
engineering is described in [5]. Research work of [6]
introduced an idea of “semantic bot”. The European Network
and Information Security Agency (ENISA) published a
position paper [7] on the Security Issues and
Recommendations. SybilLimit presented in [3] is good
solution to defense Sybil attacks [8].
In this paper, we propose an identity-build method which
can be potentially used as semantic bot for social network.
Furthermore, single identity can be organized as group that
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Figure 1, Flow of Method

The flow of our method is shown in Fig. 1.
Categories and their properties are predefined, and part of
properties can be fetched automatically, for example,
keywords of topic can be analyzed by topic clustering
algorithm. Accounts Pool is generated manually, and could
be built automatically by attacking CAPTCHA.
Crawler will search to find related info/pages using
search engine, such as Google, from web based on topic
keywords, and may get more results using recommended
search keywords provided by search engine. Furthermore,
crawler will search related peoples/groups/pages using topic
keywords, and will get more new keywords by clustering
such results. Then similar pages from search engine will be
posted/commented to pages/groups/peoples as well.
B. Evolution and Group
Single artificial identity can be evolved in different stages
according to what we called-“credit points”. Currently, the
credit points are determined by the number of real-friends,
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implement our bot based on HtmlUnit 3 , which models
HTML documents and provides an API that allows
programmer to invoke pages, fill out forms, click links, and
other tasks which people do in "normal" browser. Facebook
open APIs4 are also used to do general crawling jobs, such as
search groups/peoples/pages.
In our preliminary experiment, we built total 100
Facebook identities in 5 VPS, posted 2000 messages and
comments in 3 days without any block from Facebook.

the number of post/comments, and the duration of account.
There are 4 predefined stages in our preliminary design: (1)
Stage-0, a new created identity; (2) Stage-1, identity with
100 posts/comments/like pages; (3) Stage-2, identity with 5
real friends; (4) Stage-3, identity with 30 real friends. Above
parameters are set according to human experiences. Current
attacks, such as [1, 2, 4, 5], can be used during evolution
between stages. In fact, according to [9], even without help
of those attack methods, still some personal profile can be
read.

IV.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

In this paper, we propose an identity-build method which
can be potentially used as semantic bot for social network.
Furthermore, single identity can be organized as group that
can make Sybil attack more effective.
Till now, our work is preliminary, there are lot of works
are needed toward a mature work. Large scale identities
should be built and more experiments should be evaluated by
comparisons with start-of-art works, and defending
mechanisms will be analyzed as well.
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